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Brazil's current macroeconomic situation
 Lowest interest rate in history, 7,14% p.a. (Local currency)

 Reasonable exchange rate USD / BRL 2,03;

 Inflation under control, around 5% p.a.

 The GNP (Gross National Product) 2012 forecast 2,2 % to 2,8%.

 The farming contributed with 1,7% increased GNP compared with 2011.

 The current growers high profitability is supported by macroeconomic 
situation and commodities prices.

 Trade Balance of USD 1.6 bio in Out / 2012.  
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Agriculture before and after CPR
Before 1994:
 Lack of cash
 Lack of credit with Banks and suppliers
 Lack of support to finance  inputs and
agricultural machineries
 Lower soya productivity average 50 bags / hect
 Lower grains production around 70 mi tons
 40 million hectares planting area.

After 1994:
 Lack of cash
 Every year increasing credit offer
 The Banks and suppliers provide
support to finance inputs and machineries
 Higher soya productivity average 60 bags / hect
 Higher grains production around 160
millions tons in 2012.
 55 million hectares planting area.
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The agribusiness security before CPR (1994)
Up to the end of years 80, the Government and private Banks were financing 
agriculture. However, due to losses and high levels of default, the Banks 
reduced financing support. 

The inputs were financed through the follow securities:

Mortgages:
 Customers provide mortgage as much as possible.

Receivables with customer’s aval:
 This guarantee can protect the creditor in order to avoid any grower’s 

contestation in the court regarding the products purchased.

Promissory note:
 Customers assume the obligation to pay the debts.

Pledge of grains:
 Works only when the customer has the grains available.
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CPR (Rural Bond) history of success and failure
CPR as guarantee:
 Since the concept of CPR is a Barter document and not guarantee, the 

grower’s lawyer tried to convince the judge that the CPR signed was used 
by the supplier as a guarantee in order for the Judge to consider the CPR 
null and not authorize the attachment.

CPR more than 100% of inputs value:
 If the creditor require CPR more than 100% of equivalent inputs, that 

would be a strong evidence that the CPR was used as guarantee; 

Claim losses to declare CPR null:
 Some cases the growers argue in the court in order to avoid the 

commodity attachment:
 The inputs didn’t work or the inputs were not delivered on time. 

Syngenta won those processes that went through the first and second 
instance. Syngenta argued that independent of the grower’s claim 
regarding the inputs, the commodity must be delivered and after that 
the grower may sue the supplier for his losses.    
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CPR (Rural Bond) history of success and failure
The commodity can be attached anywhere:
 After the judge authorize the attachment, that could be in two days, the 

creditor with lawyer, justice officer and police can take the commodity at 
farm, on truck, at warehouse at port or at ship. However, it is crucial that 
the creditor monitors the commodity in order to give the precise location 
where the commodity is; 

The efficiency of CPR when there is commodity:
 The CPR can be used at court if the creditor knows where the commodity 

is. If the grower takes the commodity away and the justice officer can't find 
the commodity, the CPR is no longer an efficiency  security; 

The CPR registration at the notary public register:
 The grower can issue the CPR from the same farm with the proportional 

value to different creditors as of, Banks, suppliers or trading. However, the 
preference to recover the credit will be followed according to the sequence 
of registration date. The first registration will have a preference in receiving 
the commodity than the second registration.    
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CPR (Rural Bond) protecting the parts involved
Insure that the inputs will be delivered:
 The law protects the growers in case the inputs were not delivered. The 

creditor may have to prove that the inputs has been delivered; 

Trader pay against CPR write off:
 The Trader that purchase the commodity delivered will pay only after the 

grower provides the certificate from notary public register with the 
evidence that all CPRs has been fulfilled; 

The supplier can’t accept the payment in cash; 
 If there is CPR with commodity sold to the Trader, the supplier should not 

accept the cash from Growers in order to protect the Trader against the 
delivered default;  

Productivity enough to cover the CPRs issued:
 All creditors will calculate the minimum productivity in order to make sure 

that the grower will be able to fulfill his obligation with each creditor. 
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CPR (Rural Bond) protecting the parts involved
Total productivity as per CONAB
(National Supply Company)

50 bags  of soya per hectare

The total farm land 550
Hectares. The productivity as
per CONAB 27.500 bags 
of soya.  

The grower issue the CPR as follow:
 The creditor that registered CPR 
first will received 165 hectares with the
total production of 8.250 bags of soya.
The creditor will have the CPR with first
degree and will have the preference on
the other creditors to receive the soya first.

 The creditor that registered CPR second
will receive 182 hectares with the total
productivity of 9.100 bags of soya. The creditor
will have the CPR with second degree
and will have the preference on third creditor.

 The last creditor will receive 203 hectares
with the productivity available of 10.150 bags
of soya. The creditor will have to wait to
other creditors to receive the soya and only
after that he will receive his soya agreed if the 
grower still have the soya available.
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CPR (Rural Bond) implementation process
Workshop with Lawyers association:
 The lawyer Association should provide an agenda with a workshop to 

analyze and discuss all details regarding CPR law; 

Communication with the Judges and court:
 Somehow the Judges and court should be involved regarding all details of 

the CPR law and purpose. It is crucial that the Judges became aware about 
the CPR and analyze the scenario of the growers and creditors in order to 
understanding the situation of each part involved.   

Workshop with growers association:
 The growers association should provide a Workshop with an agenda to 

cover all details about the CPR strategy, purpose and the way to be used.

 The growers must be convinced of the benefits to provide CPR to suppliers.

 The growers should understand how it is important to fulfill the obligation to 
deliver the commodity in order to strengthen its credibility with the creditors.



Financing program supported by Barter
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Barter scheme to be financed 
The growers give 

crop (CPR) as 
payment of inputs

The Distributors 
accept the crop 

(CPR) as 
payment of 
inputs sold

The Traders purchase crop 
to be delivered and fix 

future  price. After receive 
the soya, The trade pay 

directly the Banks or CRA.

The Traders purchase crop 
to be delivered and fix 

future  price. After receive 
the soya, The trade pay 

directly the Banks or CRA.

The Banks finance the 
Barter scheme portfolio 
with and without Credit 

Insurance 

The individual investors 
purchase CRA 

(Agricultural Receivables 
Certificate)  
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Barter Program Disbursement scheme 

Basel pays 
premium $

Release Policy 
Insurance 

Anywhere - Issue 
Letter of Guarantee

São Paulo financing 
portfolio Barter 80% 

Receives Cash 80% up front   
and the balance will be paid 

on due date.

Abroad
Brazil

Barter documents as 
guarantee
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Barter Program Payment scheme 

End user delivers Crop 
100% contract

Trader pays 
100% contract

Settles Financing contract 
80% + Interest rate + Taxes

Receives cash 
balance and 

settles the Barter 
on term 

In case of default,
HSBC may charge 

Syngenta’s blocked 
account  regarding 

20% of remain balance
. If there is

not enough cash at 
Syngenta’s blocked 
account, HSBC may 

claim credit insurance. 
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Growers and Distributors financing challenges 

Suppliers: 
Industries
Cooperatives 
Distributors

Banks: 
Federal and 
private Banks

Traders: 
Off-takers, 
Trading local 
and 
international

Financing support with hard guarantee, high

cost plus tax and limited financing value. 

Individual investors

Advantage of CRA public offers:
 Soft guarantee (Barter)

 Lowers interest rate

 Exempt of withholding tax (15%)

 Exempt IOF (0,38% flat plus 0,0041% per day

 Investment value would depend on investors

appetite

$

$
$ $

$

19%38%

15%

28%
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The CRA program with no Banks involved

Distributor Securitizadora
Individuals Investors

Issue of  CDCA as 
ballast of barter 

operation for two 
harvest 

Issue of CRA as 
ballast  of CDCAs 
from Distributors 
for two harvest

Purchase CRAs 
Senior for two 

years ( two 
harvest)

Grower

Issue of CPR for the 
next harvest  in 

favor of Distributors 
as ballast of barter

• Agribusiness receivables certificate => CRA
• Agribusiness credit right certificate  => CDCA
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